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ABSTRACT 

Blind signature allows a requester to obtain signature from a signer on any document in such a way that, the 
authority learns nothing about the message that is being signed. Due to the blindness and untraceability properties 
of Blind Signature Scheme, it can be used in cryptographic applications such as web based e-voting, digital cash 
etc. In this paper, a novel blind signature scheme based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem has been 
proposed. The model has been explained using a customer-and-bank example and the proof of correctness has 
been made. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

With growing importance of sender privacy in various schemes such as digital cash, e-voting protocol, 
blind signature schemes are gaining momentum. Blind signature is a form of digital signature in which 
the signer doesn’t have authority over the message which is sent by a requester, and also a third party 
can verify the signature without knowing the secrets of both the parties (requester & signer) that are 
involved in signature. In such a scenario, the services need to be authenticated and secure. Non-
repudiation is one of the vital aspects where the requester and the service providers can be prohibited of 
denying the action made on the transaction made between them. Signature scheme is the most widely 
used mechanism for this purpose. But in some applications like e-voting, e-cash etc., the requester 
needs to get the authentication in the message from the signer without really exposing the message 
content to the signer [2, 3]. For the aforesaid purpose, Blind Signature Scheme (BSS) was introduced 
by David Chaum in 1982 [4], where the content of a message is blinded before signature and sent to the 
signer. The signer signs on the blind message using his/her private key and anyone can verify the 
legitimacy of the signature using signer’s public key. This procedure can be well explained with an 
example taken from the familiar world of paper documents. The paper analogue of a blind signature 
can be implemented with carbon-paper-lined envelopes. Putting a signature on the outside of such an 
envelope leaves a carbon copy of the signature on a slip of paper within the envelope [4]. Any BSS 
must satisfy the following properties [4, 5, 15]: 

• Correctness: the correctness of the signature of a message signed through the signature 
scheme can be checked by anyone using the signer’s public key. 
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• Authenticity: a valid signature implies that the signer deliberately signed the associated 
message. 

• Unforgeability: only the signer can give a valid signature for the associated message. 
• Non-reusability: the signature of a document can not be used on another document. 
• Non-repudiation: the signer can not deny having signed a document that has valid signature. 
• Integrity: ensure the contents have not been modified. 
• Blindness: the content of the message should be blind to the signer; the signer of the blind 

signature does not see the content of the message. 
• Untraceability: the signer of the blind signature is unable to link the message-signature pair 

even when the signature has been revealed to the public. 

BSS suggested by Camenisch et al. [1] is based on Discrete Logarithm Problem. Harn [7] has 
proved that this scheme does not satisfy the untraceability property. Similarly, another BSS suggested 
by Mohammed et al. [13] is based on ElGamal. Hwang et al. [8] has proved that this scheme does not 
satisfy the correctness property. In this scheme, when the requester obtained the blinded signature from 
the signer, he/she could not unblind it to acquire the desired signature. In this paper, we propose a new 
untraceable BSS based on Elliptic Curve Discrete Logarithm Problem (ECDLP). The proposed scheme 
is based on a variation of the ElGamal signature scheme which satisfies all the properties of BSS. 

The organization of this paper is as follows. In the Section 2, the concept of Blind signature 
based on RSA is discussed. Basic concept of elliptic curve (EC) is discussed in Section 3. In Section 4, 
discussion on Elliptic Curve Digital Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) based on variation of ElGamal 
signature scheme has been made and subsequently, the proposed scheme is elaborated using an 
illustration of customer-and-bank example. The validity of the proposed BSS has been proved in 
section 5. Finally, Section 6 describes the concluding remarks. 

2. BLIND SIGNATURE BASED ON RSA 

Let us consider standard RSA public key cryptosystems, in which the public key is denoted as a pair 
),( ne  and the private key is denoted as a number d . Here, the modulus n  is a product of two large 

(secret) primes p , q  and the private key d  is the multiplicative inverse of e  

modulo )1)(1( −− qp . For the security of the RSA system it is assumed that both p  and q  are 

sufficiently large (e.g., > 200 digit numbers), such that it is infeasible to find either the factorization of 
n  or the private key d , given only the public key ),( ne . Let a requester sends a message 

],0[ nm∈  to be signed by a signer using Chaum’s BSS using RSA [2]. The different phases are 

explained below in detail. 

2.1. Blinding Phase 

The requester picks a blinding factor r , which is a random integer between 0 and n , and computes the 
value: 

 nrmm e mod=′  … (1) 

The requester sends m′  to the signer. The m′  is the message to be signed by the signer as in 
case of general signature without knowing the original message m . 
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2.2. Signing Phase 

The signer signs the message m′  using his/her private key d  as below: 

 nms d mod′=′  … (2) 

The signer returns s′  to the requester as the blind signature. 

2.3. Extraction Phase 

The requester after receiving the s′ , he/she extracts the signature s  as follows: 

 nmnrss d modmod/ =′=  … (3) 

]modmod)(mod)([ nrmnmrnms eddded ==′=′Q  

So the requester finds the actual signature of m  as ),( sm  which satisfies the Eqn. 3. Figure 

1 depicts the Chaum’s BSS in terms of message communicated between the requester and the signer. 

 

Figure 1. Chaum’s Blind Signature Scheme based on RSA 

3. ELLIPTIC CURVE OVER FINITE FIELD 

The use of Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) was initially suggested by Neal Koblitz [10] and Victor 
S. Miller [12] and after that many researchers have suggested different application of Elliptic Curve 
Cryptosystems. Elliptic curve cryptosystems over finite fields have some advantages. One is the much 
smaller key size as compared to other cryptosystems like RSA or Diffie-Hellman, since: (a) only 
exponential-time attack is known so far if the curve is carefully chosen [9], and (b) elliptic curve 
discrete logarithms might be still intractable even if factoring and multiplicative group discrete 
logarithms are broken. ECC is also more computationally efficient than the first-generation public key 
systems such as RSA or Diffie-Hellman [6]. 
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3.1. Elliptic Curve Groups over qF  

A non-super singular Elliptic curve E  over qF  can be written as: 

 qbaxxqyE mod)(mod: 32 ++=  … (4) 

where 0mod)274( 3 ≠+ qba . 

The points ),( yxP =  where qFyx ∈, . ),( yxP  that satisfy the Eqn. 4 together with a 

“point of infinity” denoted by O  form an abelian group ),,( OE +  whose identity element is O . 

3.1.1. Adding Distinct Points P  and Q  

The negative of the point ),( 11 yxP =  is the point ),( 11 yxP −=− . If ),( pp yxP  and ),( qq yxQ  

are two distinct points such that P is not Q− , then  

 RQP =+  … (5) 

where ),( rr yxR = . 

qxxyys qpqp mod)/()( −−=∴  where .s is the slope of the line passing through P  and Q . 

qxxsx qpr mod)( 2 −−=  and qxxsyy rppr mod))(( −+−= . 

3.1.2. Doubling the Point P  
Provided that py  is not 0,  

 ),(2 rr yxRP =  … (6) 

qyaxs pp mod))2/()3(( 2 +=∴  

qxsx pr mod)2( 2 −=  and qxxsyy rppr mod))(( −+−=  

The elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is defined as follows [14]. 

Definition 1: Let E  be an elliptic curve over a finite field qF  and let )( qFEP∈  be a point of order 

n . Given )( qFEQ∈ , the elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem is to find the integer 

]1,0[ −∈ nd , such that dPQ = . 

4. PROPOSED UNTRACEABLE BLIND SIGNATURE 

In this section, firstly the variation of ElGamal digital signature and its subsequent extension using 
ECDLP has been discussed. Subsequently we shall propose a novel efficient and low computation 
blind signature based on ECDLP with an illustration of customer-and-bank example. 
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4.1. Digital Signature Using ECDLP 

The proposed ECDSA is a variant of ElGamal Digital Signature [11]. The EC variant provides smaller 
key sizes for similar security level. Initially the curve domain parameters ),,,,,,( hnGbaFRq  must 

be agreed upon by both the signer and the receiver, where q  is the field order, FR  is the field 

representation for qF , G  is the generator group, n  is a large prime, and h  is the division of N , the 

order of )( qFE ) to n . Here The signer must have a key pair suitable for elliptic curve cryptography, 

consisting of a private key Bd  (a randomly selected integer in the interval ]1,1[ −n ) and a public key 

Q  where GdQ B= . When the signer wants to send a signed message m  to the receiver, he/she 

must generate a digital signature ),( sr  as follows: 

Select k  randomly between ]1,1[ −n  and generate R , r , and s  as: 

 kGR =  … (7) 

where ),( RR yxR =  

nxr R mod=  and 0!=r  

nkrmds B mod−=  and 0!=s  

After receiving ),( sr  from the signer, the receiver can verify the correctness of the signature 

on the message by using following equation: 

 rRsGmQ +=  … (8) 

4.1.1. Correctness 
The verifier only verifies the pair ),( sr  and message m  by using the Eqn. 8. The correctness of the 

Eqn. 8 is as follows: 

rRsGmQ
rkGsGGmd

krsmd
krmds

B

B

B

+=⇒
+=⇒

+=⇒
−=

 

4.2. Blind Signature Based on ECDLP 

In the proposed scheme the requester requests signature from the signer and the signer issues blind 
signature to the requester without knowing the content of the message. The protocol consists of 
following five phases: 

(a) Initialization phase 
(b) Requesting phase 
(c) Signing phase 
(d) Extraction phase 
(e) Verification phase 
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In the initialization phase, the system’s parameter is defined, and the signer publishes the 
necessary information and sends partially blind signature to the requester. To obtain a signature, the 
requester submits an encrypted version (blinds the message) of the message to the signer in the 
requesting phase. In the signing phase, the signer computes the blind signature of the message, and then 
sends the result back to the requester. In the extraction phase, the requester extracts the signature from 
the result received in the extraction phase. Lastly, anyone can verify the legitimacy of the digital 
signature in the verifying phase. The underlying principles of the new BSS are explained using a 
customer-and-bank example where the customer (the requester) needs a document to be signed by the 
bank (the signer) without disclosing contents of the document. The different phases of the signature 
scheme are explained below. 

4.2.1. Initialization Phase 
Initially Bank should do the following. Let ),,,,,,( hnGbaFRq  are the curve parameters, Bd  and 

Q  are respectively, private and public keys of the signer, where GdQ B= . The bank randomly 

chooses 1
~k , 2

~k , 1l  and 2l and calculates 1
~r  and 2

~r  as follows. 

 
GkR

GkR

22

11
~~

~~

=

=
 … (9) 

where, )~,~(~
111 rr yxR = and )~,~(~

222 rr yxR =  

nxr r mod~~
11 =  and 0!~

1 =r  

nxr r mod~~
22 =  and 0!~

2 =r  

The Bank sends ),,~,~( 2121 llRR  to customer. 

4.2.2 Requesting Phase 

After receiving ),,~,~( 2121 llRR , the customer should request for signature by computing the values as 

follows. The customer randomly selects four integers wba ,,  and z such that w  is relatively prime to 

z  i.e., 1),gcd( =zw . According to Extended Eculid’s algorithm there exist two integers e  and d  

such that 1=+ dzew  [16]. The signer’s secret values are ),,,,,( bazdwe . The customer computes 

1R  and 2R  as, 

 
),(,~

),(,~

22

11

2222

1111

rr

rr

yxRlbzRR

yxRlawRR

==

==
 … (10) 

where, nxr r mod
11 =  and nxr r mod

22 =  

After calculating 1r  and 2r  the customer blinds the message m  as follows: 
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nbrrremm
narrremm

mod~~
mod~~

11
2

1
122

11
2

1
111

−−−

−−−

=

=
 … (11) 

The customer sends the blind messages 1
~m  and 2

~m  to Bank for signature. 

4.2.3. Signing Phase 
In this phase, the Bank computes blind signature 1

~s  and 2
~s  by using received blind messages 1

~m and 

2
~m  as follows. 

 
nlkrmds

nlkrmds

B

B

mod~~~~
mod~~~~

22222

11111

−=

−=
 … (12) 

Then the Bank sends the blind signatures 1
~s  and 2

~s  to the requester. 

4.2.4. Extraction Phase 
Customer should do the followings to recover the real signature s  after receiving the blinded signature 

s~  from the Bank. After receiving the blind signatures 1
~s  and 2

~s , the customer extracts the actual 

signature as follows. 

 
nbzrrrss

nawrrrss

mod~~
mod~~

21
1

222

21
1

111
−

−

=

=
 … (13) 

 

 nrrrRRRsss mod)(,, 212121 =+=+=  … (14) 

The pair ),( sr  is the valid digital signature of message m . 

4.2.5. Verification Phase 
Any one can verify the legitimacy of the digital signature ),,( srR  of message m  by using Eqn. 8. 

The proposed scheme is diagrammatically shown in Figure 2. 

5. PROOF OF PROPERTIES OF THE PROPOSED SCHEME 

In this section we discuss the correctness and some of the important properties of our proposed blind 
signature scheme. 

5.1. Correctness 

The correctness of our scheme can be easily verified as follows. The verifier has only digital signature 

),,( srR  of message m  for verification. The signer computes the s  by adding 1s  and 2s . 
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Figure 2. New Blind Signature Scheme based on ECDLP 
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]and1[)~~(

)~~()(

~~

212211

221121

1222111

rrrdzewzblkwalkrmd

zblkwalkrrdzewmd

zbrrlkdzmdwarrlkemwd

B

B

zBB

==++−=

+−+=

−+−=

Q

 

Finally, 

 )~~( 2211 zblkwalkrmds B +−=  … (15) 

Now multiplying both sides of the Eqn. 15 by generator G  we have, 

rRsGmQ
rRmQsG

RRrmQsG
zbGlkwaGlkrmQsG

GzblkwalkrmGdsG B

+=⇒
−=⇒

+−=⇒
+−=⇒

+−=

)(
)~~(

)~~(

21

2211

2211

 

5.2. Blindness 

As the requester randomly selects six blinding factors ),,,,,( xxxxxx bazdwe  to compute the blind 

message )~,~( 21 mm , so from the blind messages )~,~( 21 mm , the signer can not compute the original 

message as it is based on ECDLP. 

5.3. Untraceability 

The signer cannot link the signature to the message as the signer only has the information, i.e., 

),,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~( 2121212121 xxxxxxxxxx llsskkrrmm  for all blinded messages, where nx ,,2,1 L= . If the 

requester reveals the signatures of a message and its signature, i.e., ),,,( xxxx Rsrm to public, from 

this information the signer can only compute two values 1~~ −
xxae  and 1~~ −

xxbd , corresponding to each 

information stored ),,~,~,~,~,~,~,~,~( 2121212121 xxxxxxxxxx llsskkrrmm  where,  

qrrmmae xxxxxx mod~~~~~ 1
1

1
1

1 −−− =  and qrrmmbd xxxxxx mod~~~~~ 1
2

1
2

1 −−− = . 

Therefore, without the knowledge of the secret information ),,,,,( xxxxxx bazdwe  of the 

requester, anyone cannot trace the blind signature. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This paper suggests a secure and efficient blind signature scheme based on the ECDLP. The scheme 
has been proved to be correct, blind and untraceable. As the scheme is based on ECDLP, it achieves the 
same security with fewer bits key as compared to RSA. In addition, it has low-computation 
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requirements. It can also be applied to applications like e-voting systems and untraceable digital cash 
where anonymity of the signer is a requirement. 
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